
1000 – Pavla Krumniklova 

 

The crisp chilliness of the fresh December air flooded the room in one smooth blow, causing D. to drift 

towards consciousness. From somewhere near, a faint hopeless wail indicating yet another loss of battle 

was released, then a click was heard and the frost faded away in retreat again. D. let a few minutes pass 

before he lifted up an eyelid. 

When he finally lifted the other, he was presented with a scene of a certain M. sprawled idly across the 

floor like a ragdoll, staring dully at no particular point of the ceiling. 

“Did it escape again?” he asked, even though the answer could be very obviously deducted from the 

atmosphere. 

M. continued to bore his eyes into the ceiling as he answered, voice bleak and monotone. 

“Number 998 had apparently learnt how to open the window by itself.” The dead sentence hung 

between them, the sheer impossibility of it constantly raising disbelief on both sides. M. turned to look 

at him and the desperation carved lines into his forehead. Breathed: “Have I already gone completely 

crazy?”  

D. couldn’t really respond to this as he was questioning this himself. The inquiry was indeed very 

appropriate, since nothing seemed to have made any sense no more. 

 “That means only two more to go,” was what he decided to say in the end. To encourage was probably 

the safest option. After all, the one M. was doing all of this for was him. If D. were to be completely 

honest, he thought this legend to be just a whole load of bullshit, but it wasn’t as if he could say it out 

loud like that when M. so utterly and mindlessly believed it. Even if he truly did try to put in some trust, 

he really wasn’t as naïve to believe that a thousand paper cranes ever cured anyone from a sickness 

with a cruelly unexceptional hundred percent mortality rate. And then: 

Number 1, folded precisely according to internet instructions with only a few irrelevant slips in 

measurements here and there, lifted itself from M.'s open palm while he was excitedly showing it off to 

D.. It hovered between them for a short moment before it proceeded to fly out of an open window in 

the living room. 

M. blinked a few times and his jaw almost fell off. No legend ever said anything about them having any 

problematic supernatural powers. Examined his hands: five fingers, visible veins, fingernails neatly 

clipped. Human hands. Normal, ordinary human hands. 

Number 2 did exactly the same.  

M. had shut the window after the fifth subject committed to the identical route of escape and number 6 

flattened itself and slipped away under the entrance door.  

Number 998 had learnt how to open the window by itself. What could be said? Some people probably 

weren’t meant to live, no excuses. Bullshit, D. repeated to himself, bullshit legends. The thing was, when 

a person was absolutely chanceless, even the most repulsing kind of prayer sounded sweet to them. D. 

had never felt the need to pray in his whole to-be-short life. 



M. had the process of creating the cranes already branded deep and merciless into his gut. Pitifully clung 

onto lies because the truth offered no salvation. And now, the paper cranes were fluttering their paper 

wings away from M.'s ordinary human hands. 

While he formed number 999, tears started to roll down his cheeks, leaving thin shiny trails behind and 

a salty taste on his tongue whenever they reached his mouth. 

D. told him: “We’re all going to die someday anyway.” 

Number 999 flitted upwards to the window, clutched the plastic handle between its wings of insanity, 

turned it around with a few impossible tugs and when the frame slid a little to form a gap, it vanished 

right after its predecessor.  

“M.” 

M. stopped crying. His hands shook as he began to perform the origami ritual for the last time.  

“I’m scared. When I finish this one... If it gets away again...,” his voice failed him to finish the rest. 

“There will truly be no hope left,” D. smiled with bitter irony, suddenly tired again so he lied down and 

watched only half-conscious with heavy lids, how the thousandth paper crane gradually gained its shape 

with interesting creases and folds, how. M's broken hands quivered so badly he struggled to do even the 

simplest movements, and how number 1000 elevated elegantly into the air and skidded away on an 

invisible surface into nothingness. He let his eyelids drop. 

His sleep was peaceful, accompanied by the most ordinary dreams where everything made sense. In the 

real world, around midnight, M. was leaning against the open window watching the December snow 

accumulate on pavements, goosebumps on arms, hands pressed together humbly like in a church. He 

too had never felt the need to pray in his whole to-be-long life. 

Instead, cool glass against his cheek, he said to the window: “Please.” And from no place in particular, a 

thousand paper cranes filled the grey winter sky and gradually crowded on the window sill in a big white 

mass of nonsense, leaving M. to stare with an open mouth for the second time. 

 


